The Name and The Logo



SÒLANCE
SÒLANCE VOYAGE GALLERY was conceived in 2012, inspired upon our travels, by a
name „Solace‟ on a rural property gate.
The creation of the word SÒLANCE is a combination of:
The letter N (14) where our interpretation of the alphabetical letter in numerology stands
for Love
and
The significant meanings of Sòl:
 Soul
 Solar Master (Guide)
 The Sun.

“Solance, known ...for.....compassion, wisdom and sense of justice proved time again.....”
http://scarteleu.wikia.com/wiki/Solance

VOYAGE
The VOYAGE is the Journey itself. The Pilgrimage.

GALLERY
An expression or display of our journey or pilgrimage in a variety of ways.

The Logo
The Key
The actual Key we own that we discovered along our journey.
The desire to unlock the sacredness of life.

The Messages
“Listen to the Music of your Soul.”
“Hope sees the invisible, feels the intangible and achieves the impossible.”
“Insight into true identity….”
“The Spiritual Path….reuniting with the Divine Self.”
“The return of the Light.”
“The return To the Light.”

“Take the first step in Faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step.”
Martin Luther King Jr.

- Of the journey home
- to our divine higher self
- to our union with our inner soul
- discovering ourselves
- discovering life and its meaning and purpose
- union with Universe love and Light
- Life
- A place of belonging and feeling safe, comforted and being able to do and be and
fulfill
- A place of residence of some sort
- A place of community connection

HORSE
“ …. of travel and change….spiritual journeys and faith in one's destiny.”
http://www.paranormality.com/runes.shtml#EHWAZ

“…of harmonious teamwork and trust…..pairs of entities working together for a common
goal.…. travel and movement. Twins represent the Sacred Marriage of the Inner and the
Outer, or mind and body. The horse and rider metaphor is the best way to represent the
symbiotic relationship between two individualized…..,
http://runesecrets.com/

“…. Movement and change for the better. Gradual development and steady progress are
indicated….”
http://www.sunnyway.com/runes/meanings.html

According to most resources its Symbology is defined as:
- the emblem of freedom and the messenger
-

of esoteric knowledge
intuitive
powerful grace and nobility
strength
victorious life forces
conquer
longevity
triumph
continuity of life
the Sun
love
endurance
devotion
stability
protection
companion
honor
reverence
contributor to the enhancement of
civilization
recognition
accomplishment
grounded

Internal, and thus, Eternal strength holds sacred wealth.
2 Horses within the logo represent yin and yang, the masculine and feminine, the union between
two souls to form the birth of a new life. The symbolic representation of the importance of
communication, teamwork, harmony, connection, love, and devotion to the journey, compassion,
loyalty, union, and understanding.

Gold Colour - The Sun
The Sun is a symbolic representation of the Awakening of the Soul. A symbol of Light, Life,
Universe, and Guidance. As one of the most powerful elements in the Universe, its symbolism
stands for Inspiration, Motivation, Celebrations, Hope, Peace, Harmony, Success, Happiness,
Vitality, Passion, and Excitement. Faith, Luck, Strength, Joy and Possibilities. The Sun is the
gift of life, and the heart of the soul often finds itself bathing in it to gaining clarity. For a
greater perspective. It enlightens our way forward to Spiritual Advancement.
Gold or Sunlight Yellow Colour also represents the Soul for us.

White, Light
- White. The crown chakra; Heaven, Angels, the celestial realms, higher dimensions;
opening up to the white Divine light, the white ray; crystalline Christ consciousness;
spirituality, enlightenment; purity, innocence; purification, cleansing; hope, trust, faith;
protection; peace; blessings and wisdom connected with moon.
- Light
Light is one of the most universal and fundamental symbols. It is the spiritual and the
divine, it is illumination and intelligence. Light is the source of goodness and the ultimate
reality, and it accompanies transcendence into the Nirvana of Buddhist doctrine. It is the
SUN, and it is the avenger of ….. darkness. Light is knowledge. Purity and morality are
connected terms as well.…… Cosmic energy, creative force and optimism are all related
to light.
http://www.umich.edu/~umfandsf/symbolismproject/symbolism.html/L/light.html
We are all a significant frequency of the Light.

Compass
Guided by “the winds of destiny”.

